The simple adjusted estimator of risk difference in each center is easy constructed by adding a value c on the number of successes and on the number of failures in each arm of the proportion estimator. Assessing a treatment effect in multi-center studies, we propose minimum MSE (mean square error) weights of an adjusted summary estimate of risk difference under the assumption of a constant of common risk difference over all centers. To evaluate the performance of the proposed weights, we compare not only in terms of estimation based on bias, variance, and MSE with two other conventional weights, such as the Cochran-Mantel-Haenszel weights and the inverse variance (weighted least square) weights, but also we compare the potential tests based on the type I error probability and the power of test in a variety of situations. The results illustrate that the proposed weights in terms of point estimation and hypothesis testing perform well and should be recommended to use as an alternative choice. Finally, two applications are illustrated for the practical use.
Introduction
It is widely known that the conventional proportion estimator, p X n  , is a maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) and an uniformly minimum variance unbiased estimator (UMVUE) for the binomial parameter p where the binomial random variable X is the number of successes out of the number of patients n . However, Agresti and Coull [1] , Agresti and Caffo [2] , Ghosh [3] , and Newcombe [4, 5] highlighted the point that p might not be a good choice for p when the assumption of ˆ5 np  and   1 5 n p   was violated; this violation often occurs when the sample size n is small, or the estimated probability p is close to 0 or 1 (close to the boundaries of parameter space), leading to the problem of the zero estimate of the variance of p . The estimated variance of p , provided by   ˆ(
, is zero in the occurrence of any case: 0 X  or X n  . Böh-ning and Viwatwongkasem [6] proposed the simple adjusted proportion estimator by adding a value c on the number of successes and the number of failures; conesquently, 
   
Suppose that a normal approximation is reliable, the asymptotic distribution is 
Assuming that a normal approximation is reliable, the Cochran's Z-statistic for testing 0 0 : w n n n n   .
Inverse Variance (INV) or Weighted Least Square (WLS) Weights
Fleiss [14] and Lipsitz et al. [15] showed that the in- 
The non-random and non-negative weights j w yield the minimum variance of the summary estimator ˆI 
However, the weights j w cannot be used in practice since 1 j p and 2 j p are unknown. Therefore, it has become common practice to replace them by their sample estimators. It yields
This weight was suggested in several textbooks of epidemiology such as Kleinbaum et al. [16] or in textbooks of meta-analysis such as Petitt [17] . We assume that a normal approximation is reliable; the inverse-variance weighted test statistic for testing 0 0 :
. Also, the rule of 0 H rejection follows the same as the above standard normal test.
Monte Carlo Simulation
We perform simulations for estimating a common risk 
 
The evaluation for two-sided tests in terms of the type I probability is based on Cochran limits [18] 
Results
Since it is difficult to present all enormous results from the simulation study, we just have illustrated some instances. Nevertheless, the main results are concluded perfectly. j n  ). 
Results for Estimating Risk Differences

Results for Studying Type I Error
Results for Studying Power of Tests
Numerical Examples
Two examples are presented to illustrate the implementation of the related methodology. Pocock [20] presented data from a randomized trial studying the effect of placebo and metoprolol on mortality after heart attack (AMI: Acute Myocardial Infarction) classified by three strata of age groups, namely, 40 -64, 65 -69, 70 -74 years. Table 4 shows the data and weights corresponding to the CMH, the INV, and the proposed strategies. The estimated summary differences based on the CMH, the INV, and the proposed weights are 0.031, 0.024, 0.030, respectively. Also, the estimated standard errors of those of overall differences are 0.014, 0.013, 0.014, respectively. , the CMH and the proposed tests at 1 c  reject the null hypothesis at 5% level for two-sided test and lead to the conclusion of a significant difference between the placebo and metoprolol mortality rates whereas the INV test with 1.823
I NV Z  fails to reject the null hypothesis at 5% level.
Turner et al. [21] presented data from clinical trials to study the effect of selective decontamination of the digestive tract on the risk of respiratory tract infection of patients in intensive care units. See data and weights in and lead to the conclusion of a significant difference between treatment effect of selective decontamination of the digestive tract on the risk of respiratory tract infection.
Conclusions and Discussion
In n can decrease the variance of all estimators while fixing k . The unbalanced cases of 1 j n and 2 j n for center j have a slight effect on the order of the MSE of all estimates. The minimum MSE weight is designed to yield more precise estimate relative to the CMH and INV weights. Another benefit of the proposed weight is easy to compute because of its closed-form formula. With the basis of smallest MSE and the easy-to-compute formula, we have been solidly suggested to use the proposed weight. In addition, the various choices for c have been considered again. The use of 0.5 c  as a conventional correction term [22] should be revised. The better value of c in adding on the number of successes and the number of failures is suggested with at least for 1 c  (including 2 c  ). This result is supported by the ideas of Böhning and Viwatwongkasem [6] , Agresti and Coull [1] , and Agresti and Caffol [2] that recommended to use the appropriate values of c greater than or equal to 1. 
